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Annual Safe Trick-or-Treat Taking Place Today
Christine Le
Pacifican Copy Editor
This evening the
University of the Pacific's
tenth annual Halloween
Safe Trick-or-Treat will
be held from 4 p.m. to 7
p.m. on Pacific's campus.
Children 11 and under with
their parents are invited to
come for a fun-filled evening and co-publicity chair for Safe
of guided trick-or-treat tours, Trick-or-Treat.
as well as a carnival featuring a
Between 1300 and 1500
variety of games, activities, and children and parents from the
the popular bounce house.
Stockton area are expected to
"This event is to build and attend. They will meet with
maintain a positive connection tour leaders at the Burns
between the University and Tower, where groups of 15 to
the city Pay] providing a safe 20 will be led on routes around
environment for Stockton campus to various trick-or
families to enjoy Halloween," treat sites. These sires include
said Hilary Yip, an RA in PWF the President's House, Greek

Houses, Multicultural
Center, residence halls,
the University Center,
Main Gym, Morris
Chapel, schools, and
departments.
After visiting about
ten stops, there will be
a carnival on the WPC
lawn. Children will
have the opportunity
to engage in activities
such as laivn bowling, bean bag
toss, bounce house, coloring,
face painting, and fishing.
There will also be two costume
contests for the best costumes.
The winners of those contests
will receive $50 gift cards to
Toys 'R Us. Children who do
not have costumes will have
the opportunity to choose
from donated costumes.
Over
200
volunteers

from more than 15 campus Athletes from various sports,
organizations, departments and Kappa Psi, Phi Delta Chi,
offices are helping out by being Rotaract Club, Pi Kappa Alpha,
tour guides, tour stops, carnival Rho Delta Chi, Club SCOPE,
volunteers, and by donating ASEM (Engineering club),
candy,
prizes,
costumes, Hmong Student Association,
Halloween decorations, food, Rhythm Inc., and SESA
and money.
(Education club).
Pacific's
Residents
"Pacific's Mortar Board
Assistants (RA) of the Price, chapter is looking forward
Casa Werner, and Farley (PWF) to being part of this event
Communities of the Housing and serving members of the
and Greek Life department Stockton community," said
are teaming ' up with the Meghan Mullen, President
entire University community of Pacific's Mortar Board
to put on Safe Trick-or- chapter. "We hope to make this
Treat. The event is sponsored an annual activity for Mortar
by Pacific's Resident Hall Board."
Association (RHA), various
Everyone is encouraged
hall governments, ASuop, and to attend Safe Trick-or-Treat
Stockton businesses.
for a fun and safe Halloween
Participating organizations evening.
include: Pacific Ambassadors,
Mortar Board, Circle K, 90

Tri-Delt's Desserts Help Good Cause

Seema Ghatnekar
Pacifican Perspectives Editor
"Delta Desserts" was put on by the members of the
Delta Delta Delta sorority on Thursday, October 23. The
event took place in their sorority house, and was quite
successful. One room in the house was filled with various
desserts, sure to satisfy any sweet tooth preference. There
were numerous treats, including chocolates, cheesecake.

cookies, brownies, cupcakes, and ice cream. The goal of
the event was not simply to feed students on campus. TriDelta's main goal was to support their philanthropy and
donate money for St. Jude Children's Research Hospital.
Junior and member Rachel Freeman exclaimed,
"Delta Desserts was amazing. We got a fabulous turn out,
made over $2500 for St Jude Children's Research Hospital
and got the whole community involved!" Congratulations
to the members of Tri-Delta for raising so much money
for a great cause!

Financial Woes Hit Home

St. Jude Children's
Research Hospital
AISAC • B u t n y T k o m u , Pounder

Student Loan Market Affected by Wall Street Trouble

Alex Ruano
Pacifican Assignments
Editor
Student loans, like other
lending areas, have been
affected by the recent problems
on Wall Street. Luckily, the issue
is focused on only one sector:
private loans.
"[Federal loans are in] better
shape than other loan markets,"
said Kevin Bruns, Executive

Director of America's Student
Loan Providers (ASLP). "It's
easy to think Wall Street is
literally affecting you, but it's
not you."
ASLP forecasts the federal
loan market will be stable
through the 2009-2010 school
year. Bruns said it is even
more important now to make
sure you submit your Free
Application for Student Aid
(FAFSA) on time to make sure

"you get every federal dime
you can."
Private loans, however,
have been weakening since
spring. Some lenders went
bankrupt at the beginning of
the year causing the first ripple,
but tire biggest hit before
the Wall Street crisis came in
April. The Education Resource
Institute (TER1), America's
largest not-for-profit private
student loan guarantor (a

company that will repay the loan
if you default on it), declared
bankruptcy. TERI's absence
meant lenders had to scramble
to find another company to be
their "insurance" against newly
lended loans for this and for
fixture school years.
Following the news of
tire bankruptcy, private loan
lenders started tightening their
belts this summer.
Erika
Eriksdotter,

Corporate
Communications
Representative for Sallie Mae,
a private loan lender, said, "We
have significantly tightened
our credit underwriting criteria
under which we provide private
loans. This requires applicants
and cosigners to meet higher
credit standards."
Other banks and lenders
are following Sallie Mae by also
making it more difficult to get
See LOANS, page 3
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SUSPICIOUS INCIDENT
KENSINGTON WY
10-19-08
Officer conducted a checkout
on a male subject. Subject was
interviewed and revoked from
campus.
AIDED STOCKTON
PERSHING AVE
10-19-08
Officers assisted SPD on a report
of a citizen having one detained for
the theft of her bicycle. Officers
made contact and determined
victim did not want to file charges
at this time. .
CASUALTY
PACIFIC & KNOLES
10-19-08
Officer and medics responded
to a report of a male subject
unconscious in the crosswalk.
Subject was transported to a local
hospital via ambulance.
VANDALISM
BONNIE & FULTON
10-19-08
Victim reported the rear driver
side mirror was smashed. Officer
responded and initiated a report.

10-20-08

Staff reported a male
subject attempting to
start a fight. Officer
responded
and
requested medics for
one of the subjects. *
SUSD PD requested
and responded. Four juveniles
detained and one in custody by
SUSD PD.
SUSPICIOUS INCIDENT
PACIFIC HOUSE
10-21-08

Officers responded to a report of
a male subject going through the
dumpster. Subject was advised
on the SMC section regarding
recyclables and the outstanding
warrant.
CASUALTY
WEBER HALL
10-21-08

Officers and medics responded
to a report of a male subject who
fell. Subject was transported via
ambulance to a local hospital.
TRAFFIC ACCIDENT
DAVE BRUBECK & PACIFIC
10-21-08

Officer reported a three vehicle
accident with no injuries and tows
required for all three vehicles. SPD
took report and officers assisted
with traffic control in the area.
ACCIDENT (GOLF CART)
MCCAFFREY CENTER

JUVENILE
INCIDENT
BROOKSIDE HALL

Staff reported being involved in
an accident involving a golf cart.
Officer initiated a report.

10-21-08

Short tidbits from writers in years
gone by:
Volume 85, Issue 8
October 27,1994
WASC Visiting- Team reports to
UOP
Prospects for full re-accreditation still
unsure

Kristin M. Kraemer
Christopher S. Shult7
Pacifican Staff Writers

SET

Kill

UOP has made progress toward its
goal of regaining full accreditation,
but "much remains to be done," a
team from the Western Association
of Schools and Colleges said last
week after a three-day visit to the
school.
The general nature of the
comments by the accreditation
team in its exit interview left
some UOP officials unsure about
the prospects for regaining full
accreditation when the WASC
Commission convenes in March
1995. '

Thursday, October 30, 2Q08

UNIVERSITY OF THE PACIFIC
DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFETY
WEEKLY REPORT
October 19 - 25, 2008

VEHICLE ACCIDENT
PACIFIC & BROOKSIDE
10-19-08
Officer responded to a report
of a non-injury vehicle accident.
Both parties exchanged insurance
information.

Paci^cans
Past

News
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"I think it will be a positive
outcome, but whether it will be a
total reaffirmation, I cannot say,"
said Mark Plovnick, dean of the
School of Business and Public
Administration.
Volume 91, Issue 9
November 2, 2000
Southwest gives community
and UOP a scare
Annual haunted house proves to be a
success

Chris Hoffman
Staff Writer

OnSaturdayOctober28,Southwest
Hall presented its 28th annual
haunted house to the Stockton
community. The theme, Archaic
Superstitions and
Halloween
Horror, rang appropriate as
Southwest concurrently celebrated
its 75th anniversary and scared all
who dared to brave the haunted
house.'
Guests anxiously stood waiting
in a line that wrapped around the
building for their chance to enter
the haunted house, despite the
ensuing rain throughout the day
and part of the night.

WARRANT ARREST
PERSHING & ROSEMARIE
10-22-08

Officer conducted a vehicle
stop and learned the driver had
an outstanding warrant and his
license was also suspended. Driver
was arrested and transported to
the country jail.
WEAPONS ARREST
BROOKSIDE RD
10-22-08

Officers responded to a report of a
possible auto burglary in progress.
The suspect ran from area on
foot. Officers located the victim's
vehicle with the window smashed.
The suspect was located on Bonnie
and Fulton. Suspect was arrested
for the violation. Suspect was also
arrested for possessing a firearm
on campus that he was carrying in
his backpack, possession of stolen
property (the gun and ipod) and
a warrant for being a parolee at
large and other charges. Suspect
gave officers an incorrect name
and tried to run when transporting
to the county jail.
DUI ARREST
PACIFIC & KNOLES
10-23-08
Officer requested CHP respond
for a driver passed out at the
wheel. At 3:43 AM driver was
Volume 92, Issue 10
November 1, 2001
New university center planning
continues

Kristine Nethers
Assistant News Editor
The " university administration
is taking an active approach in
planning the new university center
that will be located on the former
site of the Quonset huts that were
demolished last year. The UOP
administration has been planning
for a new student center for the
past two years. They now feel that
they have a firm grasp of what
they want in a new center and
are taking with an architectural
and design firm to make the
university center possible within
the following years.
Volume 94, Issue 8
October 23, 2003
Field of dreams

Krvstine Onahonqan
Staff Writer
Last weekend, the field hockey
team completed their trip to St.

arrested by CHP and
transported • to the
county jail.

VANDALISM
DEROSA
CENTER
10-23-08
Officers responded to a report of
vandalism to the fire guard of the
fire pit. No report initiated at this
time.

FORCIBLE OFFENSE
DAVE BRUBECK
10-23-08
Officers responded to a report
of a subject who reported being
fondled. Officers met with the
victim and initiated a report.
VANDALISM
KNOLES HALL
10-24-08
Officers responded to a report
of an unknown responsible had
kicked a hole in the hall near one
of the rooms.
UNIVERSITY REG
DEROSA CENTER
10-24-08
Officers responded to a report
of subject being uncooperative
to staff. Officers Contacted two
subjects and one subject was cited
for a university regulation.
SUSPICIOUS INCIDENT
BROOKSIDE HOUSE
10-24-08
Officers responded to a report
of broken glass in the residence.
Subject came forward that he
was responsible for the broken
Louis with, four wins. Those wins
signaled the best record that the
Pacific field hockey team has had
since 1989 with seven wins and six
defeats.
"With only one game left for
conference play, we can at the
least be at 500," sophomore Dana
Walsh commented about their
record.
Volume 95, Issue 5
October 28, 2004
VP Candidate spoke at Pacific

Jennifer Murphy
Editor-in-Chief

How often does a Vice Presidential
candidate visit Pacific? If the
answer that came to mind was not
very often, that would be correct.
Peter Camejo, Vice Presidential
running mate with the independent
presidential campaign of Ralph
Nader, spoke at the University of
the Pacific on October 25.
Camejo is the first
Latino
candidate,
descending
from
Venezuela, on a major presidential
ticket and spoke direcdy to the
Latinos in the Stockton and
Pacific community, as well as

s a i '*3.. . ~
glass. Report completed
incident.
m-~ - i *

rJt);

DUI ARRt ST
lE
PERSHII^G & EL
10-25-08
Officer conducted
a
stop and determined the <tth
was DUI. CHP responded a,
arrested the driver at 3:02 A- U
transported the county jail-

CASUALTY
DEROSA CENTER
10-25-08
Officers and medics respond
to a report of a female travi
a seizure. Officers reportec
medical transport requested
this time.

SUSPICIOUS PERSOINT
LOT 18
10-25-08
Officers responded to a repos
a male subject pushing a shops;
cart with athletic equipment rra:
Officers tried to locate owners
property with negative
re su
Subject was interviewed ad t
of trespassing laws and tev '•
from campus.

DISTURBANCE
DEROSA CENTER
10-25-08
Officer responded to a repo r t fir
staff of an employee hara 5
other staff members. Off
interviewed subjects and una':: Is
locate employee for question
No report issued at this time.

all people on issues concer:
labor rights, affordable healthe
and peace and protection of
environment.
Volume 97, Issue 8
November 2, 2006
Safe trick-or-treat drawc
crowd
Hundreds of children tour
enjoy carnival

1

Katherine Rpiri
Staff Writer

On Thursday, October 26, cam
was filled
with roughly
Stockton children participatnthe 8th annual Safe Trick or 7
The event was organized by \]
Morrell, the Graduate Resid
Director of Price, Werner.
Farley halls.
Pacific Ambassadors were re
as always to give tours, this tirr
full Hallowe.en attire while lead
everyone from little
gob
to glittering princesses art
campus on the never ending >
for more candy.
-Compiled by

Andrew Mitrhpll
News Editor

LOANS, continued from front page
approved for a loan, upping Fox, Director of Financial Aid,
the interest rates or by getting has not noticed any effect on
out of the student loan market students right now and said
completely.
ASLP predicts there are "no problems so far."
the number of private lenders
The majority of loans
will continue to decrease used by Pacific students are
significantly in the next two federal loans. Private loans are
years.
primarily used on this campus
Pacific's Financial Aid to fill the small, but important
office is maintaining a positive gap between what the federal
outlook on the situation. Lynn loans and grants don't cover.

Learn Manners and
Effective Networking
Annual Etiquette Dinner Next Week
Cristy Yadon
Staff Writer

On November 6, from 5:30
p.m. to 8:30 p.m., Grace Covell
Hall will host a night of polite
manners, business contacts,
and good food.
The annual
Etiquette
Dinner is an open opportunity
to meet potential employers
and learn professional etiquette
first hand.
The event features a fivecourse dinner that invites Pacific
students and representatives
from both local businesses and
Pacific's faculty.
The eveningoffers students
a chance to mingle and network
with representatives. In the
past, the event has proven
highly effective: one student
was able to find an internship
that resulted in a position with
an employer who attended the
dinner.
«

Each dinner table is set to
include students, at least one
Pacific staff representative
and at least one local business
representative.
Pacific student Stephanie
Larson has attended the dinner
every year. She explained,
"During each course [of the
meal], the presenters go over
the proper etiquette for that
course."
Students are allowed and
encouraged to ask any questions
they may have about etiquette
or business networking.
Tickets are $15 and must
be purchased before October
31. Tickets are available in
the Career Resource Center
(first floor of Hand Hall) and
check, cash, or credit cards are
accepted.
Any questions about the
event should be directed to
Caroline Herrod at (209) 9462009 or cherrod@pacific.edu.

News
"[Are
we]
concerned
[about the private loan market]?
Yes. Worried? No," said Fox.
"[Currently, the market] is in
relatively good shape."
For the 2009-2010 school
year, the situation is still too
foggy to predict what kind
of issues students may face
applying for loans.
Lynn Fox said, "We

Andv Lee

Pacifican Staff Writer

The Articulating Taper has
informed
Pacific's
dental
students about thelatest what'shappening for seven years now.
So, its time they got their due...
again.
7 he ArticulatingPaper,wri t ten
and published independently
by dental students for dental
students, has recendy won two
prestigious awards.
First,
the
American
Student Dental Association
picked The Articulating Taper
as the "top student newsletter
among competing U.S. dental
school publications," which
The Articulating Taper had also
taken home in 2007.
Following
that,
the

Because it's not just about Halloween anymore.
Show your school spirit and wear your orange and black all day!
The Tiger PAC will be handing out candy to anyone dressed in orange
and black on Friday, October 31st from 11am to 2pm in front of the
DeRosa University Center.
The most spirited individuals
will be entered into the running
for a Tiger Spirit PAC that
includes a t-shirt, pom pom,
foam finger, and tiger cup.
We'll be doing an online vote
at
www.pacificalumni.org/
spiritvote to pick the most
spirited person.
What is the Tiger PAC? Come to our
next meeting on November 4 at 7:30
p.m. in the Spruce Room (McCaffrey
Center).

Pacific Student Alumni Association

5AC

ALUMNI
\ssoci

don't have any idea what [the
student loan market] will look
like next fall." He suggests
looking on SimpleTuition.com
or SmdentLoanListings.com
to compare companies and
interest rates before applying
for private loans for the next
school year.

ION

Former
Reagan
Advisor
Talks
Capitalism
Ruben Moreno

Pacifican Staff Writer

School of Dentistry's
Student Newspaper Wins
Again

Friday, October 31 is Orange and Black Day!

Tiger PAC

news.thepacifican.com

American ~ Association
of
Dental Editors selected The
Articulating Taper with the 2008
Meskin journalism . Award,
named after Dr. Lawrence H.
Meskin, the former editor of
The Journal of the American
Dental
Association.
The
Meskin Journalism Award is
given to dental publications
run by students in the United
States and Canada with wellrounded excellence.
The Articulating Taper is
familiar with the award, having
won it twice in the first five
years of its existence. The
award comes in the form .of
a plaque and $300 in prize,
accepted on October 16 by the
Taper1s co-editors, Jamie Parado
and Marisa Watanabe.

Famous author and former
White House advisor for
Ronald ReaganDineshD'Souza
spoke in the Pacific Theatre
last Thursday. This lecture was
made possible by sponsorships
from
the
Intercollegiate
Studies
Institute,
Pacific
College Republicans and the
Cortopassi family foundation.
D'Souza is a Robert and
Karen Rishwain Fellow at the
Hoover Institution in Stanford
University.
Around 120 students and
citizens attended the lecture.
D'Souza entertained the guests
with occasional jokes, but his
primary purpose was to inform
and educate on the connection
between financial markets and
morality. D'Souza approached
the topic from a conservative
viewpoint and argued for a
moral defense of capitalism,
citing sources throughout
history.
To find out where D'Souza
will speak next, feel free to visit
his website at DineshD'Souza.
com. If interested in the
IntercollegiateStudiesInstitute,
visit ISI.org.

CALLING ALL
STUDENTS!!!!
Are you and your roommate loving your
experience at Pacific? Would you like to
share it with other students?
If so, Admissions is looking for you!
Every year, high school seniors visit Pacific
ana many ofthem want the opportunity
to have a full Pacific experience by staying
overnight on campus.
The Office of Admission is looking for
students interested in hosting prospective
students overnight in their residence hall
room.
If you A N D your r o o m m a t e are interested i n
hosting, please email paws@pacific.edu or contact
Danielle in the Admission Office at 209-946-7416.

Seema Ghatnekar
Pacifican Perspectives Editor
pacificanperspectives@pacific.edu

Staff

Get Out There and Vote!

Editor-in-Chief
Devon Blount

Advisor
Prof. Dave Frederickson

Managing Edtior
Giovanna Arieta

Assignments Editor
Alex Ruano

News Editor

The time has finally come! Voting is just around the corner, and for many of us, it may be the first time that we will step up
to the polls. The hardest thing about voting is trying to understand all of the views presented, and basing your own view on eith er
J , .. r ,1.
I
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side
of the arguments. Til
Though
we are all
busy with
midterms
and Halloween, it
is important to research
the different views
and
to make correct decisions on which way to vote. The Pacifican has been encouraging our readers to vote, and even in this issue,
has provided readers with information on propositions and where either party stands. If you have registered to vote, make sure
to be well-informed on Tuesday, and to make decisions based on your best judgment. Congratulations to all of those who vote
you.will be taking a large step in helping to shape your future!

Andrew Mitchell

Politics at Pacific

Perspectives Editor
Seema Ghatnekar

Lifestyles Editor
Vivian Lee

Sports Editor
Rachel Freeman

Copy Editors
Lindsey Ball
Heather Breen
Christine Le

Advertising

Perspectives

What People Around Campus Have to Say about the Elections
Giovanna Arieta

Managing Editor
Katie Nichols:
"I think Obama is going to win just because of the hype this year, but I'm personally voting for McCain.
I'm voting for McCain because there is a lot more of his- policies that I agree with. I feel like Obama is
more of a celebrity because he has not had a lot of experience."

Angie Myers

Business Manager
Jessica Long

Casey Ardrey:
"I'm not sure about the presidential election. I'm still deciding because I need to do research
all of the issues. I'm independent so I don't blindly follow my party platform."

Distribution Manager
Cristy Yadon

Distribution Staff
Mary Davies
Mike Morris
Stephanie Wodja
Wayne Wu

Website Administrators
Caitlin Vo
Jennifer Chang
Nick Hansen '07

Malachy McCormick:
1 m really dissatisfied with both of the candidates. I actually vote green, but I'm going to vote for Barak
Obama because he's closer to what my actual political views are. But I'm extremely disappointed with
how the campaigns have been run and a lot of their views, but I agree with Barak more than I do with
McCain and because we live in a two party system you cannot vote for a third party and expect them
to win."

Staff Writers
Abby Liao
Aileen Shon
Allyson Mengarelli
Ann Mazzaferro
Ariana Crisafulli
Courtney Wood
Elizabeth Croisetiere
Heather Breen
Lance Martin. .
Lindsey Ball
Matt Brady
Raymond Zuleta
Renee Icasiano
Ruben Moreno
Tori Lam
Will Tagg

Marty Bormolini:
"I'm gonna vote for Barack Obama. I think this election is interesting because the amoun: f
coverage of the elections has been increasing exponentially for the last few elections to the p that they're on TV almost all the time. Elections almost becomes like a reality show. It' smi r_
about who likes the person and less about issues."
Amber IJarby:
So far for the election I feel like it's gone on and on for a long time. I am a supporter of
Barak Obama and I have been since his first speech at the DNC four years ago. I think he
is a formidable candidate to hold that position. I also think that it's not now about race as
mu c^1 as ** ^*as m t^ie beginning. I think it's about quality and character, period. I respect him
]
and I think he would makee an excellent nresident.
anvt-hincr itpresident. Tf
If anything,
it i«
is nn/>
one nf
of the most historical
rice president;
events to have a woman vice
president and a black man who'is going to be president with a
TT»
black wife whoY i«;
is rrninngoing fin
to Ka
be first 1/,4
lady.'

Comic Artist

Brittany Gorman:
I think the political election is gonna be very interesting and I can't wait to hear the resultthink Obama is gonna win and that's who I'm voting for."

Glynnis Koike

Photographer
Jessie Lucas

Questions? Comments?
Phone: (209) 946-2115
Fax: (209) 946-2195
Mailing Address:
The Pacifican
3601 Pacific Avenue
Stockton, CA 95211
pacificaneditors@pacific.edu
Advertise With Us
• Display Ads
• Classified Ads
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• Inserts
(209) 946 - 2155
pacificanads@pacific.edu
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Kate Casey:
As of now, I m voting for Obama. I think the election has been a litde bit disappointing; in that it's
not very competinve. I'm excited that Obama is doing so well and I'm excited for his reports."
reports.'

Andrew Basham:
winVOtEfrtrbSentee'fou McCain for
Unfortunately, I think Obama is probably gonwin. Either way its been an interesting race. I think a lot of republicans are gonna have to sir
down and wonder what they did wrong in this race. It's gonna be a fun four years "
Photographs by less*

Thursday, October 30, 2008

Jane Jones
Pacifican Advice Columnist

- Perspectives

Just Ask Jane
Dear Wouldn't,

Dear Jane:
I'm debating about whether or not to propose that
my boyfriend and I move in together over the sum
mer. We've been together for almost three years
(we're 22) and have a strong commitment to one
another, but I just wonder if we are mature enough
for the move. Any advice on how to know when
we're ready of if we're ready to take this step? I'm
worried if I ask him to move in and change my
mind at a later time he'll feel disappointed and like
he got his hopes up for nothing.
Sincerely,
Wouldn't You Like To Know

I hate to make generalizations
about men, but let's face it: com
mitment is scary. Obviously, you
can relate to this statement since
you're having hesitations about
this. While you've been dating for
3 years and probably spend much
of your time together, moving in
together is a' whole different play
ing field. While you might say, "I
think it would be great if we moved
in together," your boyfriend is
likely to hear, "Let's get married

The Republican
Ruben Moreno
Pacifican Staff Writer
Election season is almost
over, Pacificans. It has come down
to the last few days before you decide
which candidate is best to lead our na
tion from its current status into pros
perity. The choice is clear; John Mc
Cain has the experience and expertise
to lead our country out of its current
financial crisis and he is the candidate
who will lead our nation into victory
from our war in Iraq.
Barack Obama first came to
spotlight announcing his candidacy
after only serving one year in the U.S.
senate. The man also served only
three terms, two year terms in
the Illinois State Senate. It is
evident he has prepared for
higher office each and every
time he has been elected.
In 2006, Obama had men
tioned he never had any
intention on running for
the highest office of the
nation. The transcript
below shows Obama
mentioning he will not
be planning to run, on
Tim Russert's "Meet
the Press," interview
on January 22, 2006:
SEN. OBAMA: I will
serve out my full six-year term.
You know, Tim, if you get asked
enough, sooner or later you get weary
and you start looking for new ways of
saying things. But my thinking has not
changed.
MR. RUSSERT: So you will not
run for president or vice president in

2008?

SEN. OBAMA: I will not.
During the democratic pri
maries, both Joe Biden and Hillary
Clinton acknowledged Obama's inex
perience and have stated John McCain
would be a great president if elected.
Now that the tide of the election has
changed, Biden and Clinton are out
about roaring for Obama. After the vi
cious primaries fought by Clinton and
having 18 million supporters speaking
out with their votes, she was still not

chosen as Obama's running mate. It is
clear that both democratic candidates
dislike one another and express differ
ent views on the liberal ideology.
McCain is the candidate ready
to act as our commander-in-chief
from day one, unlike what Senator Joe
Biden stated about Obama during the
primaries, this is what' Joe had to say
about his running mate: *
"I think he can be ready but right
now I don't believe he is, the Presiden
cy is not something it let's itself onto
on the job training," stated Senator
Joe Biden..
Time and time again, we
question Obama's preparedness for
the oval office. Just recently, our dem
ocratic vice presidential nominee
went and stated:
"Mark my words. It will
not be six months before the
world tests Barack Obama
like they did John Ken
nedy. The world is look
ing," Biden said.
"Remember I said
it standing here...
we're gonna have an
international crisis, a
generated crisis, to
test the mettle of
this guy... I don't
know what the deci
sion's gonna be, but I
promise you it will occur. As a
student of history and having served
with seven presidents, I guarantee you
it's gonna happen," Biden continued.
(According to CNN.com)
Why should we assume he is ready
to lead our nation from day one? Many
say they like the way he talks, but hon
estly students, is that what we want?
Shouldn't we select a candidate with
the best credentials? The media has
not criticized Obama nearly as much
as they did McCain. This man comes
to the political arena with almost no
experience and millions are entrust
ing him with this country. Look at
the issues of taxes, healthcare, the war
in Iraq, examine both voting records
then decide on who to vote for. Be
smart, check both candidates websites
and compare what they're saying to
their vote record.

and have babies." I realize that's
a little bit of an exaggeration, but
you get the idea. I suggest you be
more subde about your approach.
Perhaps you can bring it up in
conversation in general terms. For
example, "Where are you planning
on living this summer? Do you
have any roommates in rnind?"
This will spark a conversation and
hopefully he'll get the idea. If you
two are really serious, it has prob
ably crossed his mind before. I f '
he wants to move in together, he

will probably bring it up himself.
Also, you have to make your
own future a priority. Are. you
graduating and planning on find
ing a job? Are you flexible about
where you settle down? Is your
priority ybur relationship or your
career? These are all things you
must consider before deciding to
move in together.
Sincerely,

Jane Jones

The Democrat
Ally Mengarelli
Pacifican Staff Writer
In 2002, when the majority of
Washington still agreed with Presi
dent Bush to proceed with the war
in Iraq, Obama had the good judg
ment and character to speak against
such a bold action, warning of "an
occupation of undetermined length,
with undetermined costs, and unde
termined consequences." Not only
was Obama right, but now the ma
jority of Washington agrees: not only
has this war lasted longer than World
War I, World War II, and the Civil
War, but 4,000 Americans have been
killed, and a whopping 60,000 have
been injured and wounded. This
does not even come close to the Iraqi
civilians and military personnel that
have also lost their lives in the line of
fire. On top of that, America is now
less safe around the globe (as our
reputation as a fair, diplomatic
and just society has been com
pletely tarnished) and the
country itself is complete
ly divided. And then, of
course, there are the costs:
the U.S. may spend $2.7 tril
lion on this war and its after
math (www.barackobama.com)
meaning not only our genera
tion, but our grandchildren
and their grandchildren will
have to pay for what the Bush
Administration has so selfishly
done to this country. Obama realizes
that the American troops are doing
all they can to contain the violence
in Iraq. However, he also acknowl
edges the faulty strategies that got us
there in the first place. Obama also
sees how America is seen through the
eyes of others around the globe and
will work on restoring America's se
curity and standing in the world.
Obama realizes that we were care
less going into Iraq, and acknowledg
es that we must be even more CARE
FUL getting OUT of Iraq. When
Obama takes office he will remove
the troops responsibly and efficiently
with help and direction of the mili
tary commanders and in consultation

with the Iraqi government. Military
experts believe we can safely deploy
combat brigades from Iraq at a pace
of 1-2 brigades a month, the com
plete removal occurring in no more
than 16 months. Under the ObamaBiden plan, a residual force will re
main in Iraq and within the region to
conduct targeted counter-terrorism
missions against al-Qaeda in Iraq, in
hopes of protecting American dip
lomatic and civilian personnel. This
means that the U.S. military will work
to train and support Iraq security
forces as long as Iraqi leaders move
toward reconciliation and away from
sectarianism.
To prevent further humanitar
ian crisis in Iraq (which was what
we were mistakenly led to believe
we were there for in the first place),
Obama and Biden will
form an interna
tional
working
group to address
the crisis, provid
ing at least $2 bil
lion to expand services
to Iraqi refugees that
have been displaced
from their country
and to insure that
those within Iraq
can find sanctu
ary.
They will
then work to stop
the genocide that
occurs within Iraq.
It is obvious, then, that Obama
will not only pull our troops safely
from Iraq, but will work on issues cir
culating within the country. Not only
will this better the Iraqi's government
and state of living, but it will solve
the issues that so many of us were
led to believe we were there for in the
first place! The Obama-Biden plan is
the best out there, people. Not only
is this war unjust, bloody, greedy, and
futile, but it is EXPENSIVE for the
American people. I personally do not
want us to keep spending millions a
month, nor do I want the burden of
living under another greedy and mali
cious war hawk as president. It's time
for CHANGE. VOTE OBAMA.
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While Sipping a Cup of Java...
the ballot is cast
You can imagine the old man's apathy being so strong that it
rubs off on his dwelling, giving it a droopy appearance! This
Pacifican Poetry Columnist
house's dilapidated, la^y look can make you picture that if it
were
human, it wouldn't vote.
In less than a week, the fateful day will finally arrive.
As with most poetry, you could definitely read the
Most of us will rush to the polls. Others will be sunbathing.
poem another way. Consider this reversed interpretation.
Yes, sunbathing. That's
The house's ramshackle appearance rubs off on the
what the man in the poem "Elec
man instead, making him dilapidated in terms of being
tion Day" does. Written by Ameri
lazy and indifferent on Election Day. If you read this
can poet William Carlos Williams,
in the context of the recent housing crisis, you could
this poem paints a picture of po
see this man's lethargy as disappointment from being
litical apathy.
unable to afford a decent house, due to ridiculous subNotice how the old
prime rates. Consequently, he is left to live in a crappy
man "sits / in the doorway" and
abode. Consequently, he has lost interest in everything
"strokes the head/of a spotted
else,
most apparently of which is Election Day.
dog." The fact that this poem is
Whichever way you read this poem, whether in
tided "Election Day" shows how
the context of the current economy or not, one thing
this fellow is literally sitting idly in
is for sure: you don't want to be this man. The housing
the sun while others are out doing
crisis has made us all concerned about the economy,
what most people do on Election
so come next Tuesday vote for who you think can deal
Day— voting.
Photo courtesy of istockphoto.com with it most effectively. It's much cooler (pun intend
Look at how practically
ed) than sitting idly, soaking up the sun's rays.
nothing goes on in the poem. Not only is this man being lazy
on one of the most active days of all, but the house appears The Pacifican wants your poem featured! Please email all submissions
lazy as well. Observe how it isn't just any old house, but a "bro to cje3@pacific.edu
ken house" with "boards for windows" and "plaster falling."

Christine Le

Election Day
William Carlos Williams
Warm sun, quiet air
an old man sits
in the doorway of
a broken houseboards for windows
plaster falling
from between the stones
and strokes the head
of a spotted dog
© William Carlos Williams

FUNNY CLASS NOTES
"Heart of Gold"

Matt Brady

eat chocolate. But he has a HOG, for what it's worth.

Pacifican Humor Columnist
You've heard the phrase. When someone is
"without malice," having a "loving and caring" na
ture, they are said to have a heart so pure, it is made
of gold. The line is delivered regularly in conversa
tion in a seemingly complimentary way, but is it really
positive?
The most common application for "heart of
gold," or HOG, is after a critical or deriding re
mark. The speaker feels that her comments will
be perceived as "too harsh" or unnecessarily cut
ting and amends them with the addendum "oh,
but he has a heart of gold." For example, "Todd
is a real Jerk. He lies all the time, never looks me
in the f-ye and always wears that ratty cap with
the sweat stains. But he has a heart of gold."
Translation: The subject's faults are not his own, but
environmentally induced. He comes off as much
worse than he actually is because of exogenous fac
tors that are beyond his control. My dislike for him
has nothing to do with the "real" person, but instead
targets the things that make him unbearable. If only
his golden coronary muscle would shine through the
fog of the world, he wouldn't be such a jerk. But he
is a jerk. He is an idiotic, poorly raised, fatherless
animal with zero class and less style. If his face re
flected his attitude it would be covered in warts like a
Halloween costume and he would scratch at the itch
with a piece of clay like Job. He deserves to rot in the
darkest corner of a third-world country and never

Psychologically, we don'twant to push someone down
too far or risk raising the defensive ire of our conver
sation mates, so we moderate our speech with an in
sult so camouflaged it is often embraced as a compli
ment. We are reticent to pound our nemeses into the
ground, so we coat the tip of our barb with glitter that
we hope will be strong enough to veil our malevolence.
When HOG is used, the speaker is not necessar
ily cognizant of his or her feelings toward the sub
ject. In fact, the speaker may insist that her feelings
are warm and fuzzy toward the individual and that
HOG has "different meanings for different people."
Don't be fooled. HOG can reflect both a deep
seated and surface disregard for a person. The feel
ings of malice that accompany its deployment may
be buried deeply and motivate the thoughts behind
the words with a dull ache of past pain. Or they
may be symptomatic of a passing anger, a transient
feeling that passes as quickly as high fiber cereal.
Further, HOG is sometimes used when the personal
dislike is only at a subconscious level, where it is too
deep to recognize. The speaker may not even be aware
of her feelings toward the HOG recipient, but the
use of the phrase lets others know what she is feeling.
Females tend to put a lot more care into the words they
choose than their male counterparts. We guys pick
words the same way we choose shirts in the morn

ing: if it's
clean we'll . 1
use it. Guys f
will
use 1
lines they 1
hear envi- |
ronmcntal j
ly without |
regard to §
the nuanc- j
es of the j
phrase or j
any implied I
meanings.
Photo Courtesy of geekgirlfriday.blogspot.com
We don't
care
you
if
think you've been insulted as long as you still feed
us. Girls, on the other foot (because hands get so
old), put an inordinate amount of thought into
the words they choose. In fact, picking a word
for a girl is also very similar to picking a shirt.
Ultimately, HOG is a negative remark thinly veiled
as a compliment. Guys may use it inadvertently (just
as they will insult their girlfriends without knowing
or intending to), but the phrase's proper place in the
dictionary of popular vernacular is under the "in
sults" tab. The next time someone "compliments"
you on your HOG, mentally add four words to their
sentence: "You have a heart of gold. Cold, hard and
yellow." That will give you a more accurate picture
of their meaning.

Class Review: Literature and Psychology
Ally Mengarelli

Pacifican Staff Writer

«r

As an English major here at Pa
cific, I have been given a multitude
of interesting classes to choose from.
My favorite, though, would have to
be my Literature and Psychology class
with Diane Borden every Tuesday and
Thursday at 10 a.m. What makes this
class so intriguing would have to be the
analytical thinking that must be applied

to each lecture and project. The texts
read thus far have been extraordinarily
intriguing and the lectures following
them offer fresh insights to the topics
addressed.
The class is focused on developing
or building upon psycho-analysis. Ev
ery few weeks there are also films that
correlate with the subject or theme we
are studying. The films, however, are
unconventional and extremely inter

esting and the lectures actually engage
the class, rather than leaving us dozed
and restless as is often the case in two
hour classes. Another fresh new as
pect Borden brings to the classroom is
the discussion of politics and the man
ner in which American leaders have af
fected society and the psyches of those
within it. Borden chooses texts that
mirror figures in society today and of
fers incredible insights as to why and

how these politicians behave the way
they do.
So far, we have watched the films
"The Butcher Boy" and "In the Cut,"
and the texts we have so carefully dis
sected and discussed have been Ham
let, many Kafka pieces, Sylvia Plath
and Thomas Rudthke's poetry, and nu
merous other thought-provoking case
studies and short stories and plays.
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Preparing For the Financial Future
Lindsey Ball

something above 725 which
is difficult for young people
to achieve because the score
The disastrous crisis on depends on how long you
Wall Street has dominated have maintained and paid
the news for the past couple down credit card balances
of months. The bailout plan and loans. The best way to
has stirred the masses weeks jumpstart a good credit score
before the presidential elec is by opening one credit card
tions without the average and using it consistently and
citizen understanding beyond paying the balance off within
the idea that it will just lead to one or two months. After you
another increase in taxes. Peo have had your credit card (just
ple are confused and misun one) for a year, you will have
derstand the degree to which an established line of credit
the crisis will affect the aver which boosts your score. The
age individual. It is important longer you have a credit card
to clarify what students must that is consistently paid off,
prepare for in these coming the higher your credit score
years, because even with the will be. It is suggested a credit
bailout plan, what changes will card balance should never ex
come to the financial markets ceed more than 25% of the
in the U.S. Having good credit limit.
and cushioned up savings ac
The main things that
counts will be key for young negatively affect your credit
p e o p l e f o r t a k i n g o u t l o a n s a t . score are pretty self-explana
reasonable interest rates. Buy tory: two many lines of credit,
ing a house will prove a chal home foreclosure, prolonged
lenge as banks cast out the lib unemployment, any type of
eral methods used in the past bankruptcy (although consoli
eight years that got us in this dated bankruptcy does come
financial mess.
off your credit report much
In order to prepare for sooner than complete for
the conservative lending tech feiture of all bad debts). The
niques banks are embarking most common among young
on you must watch your cred people is simply not paying
it score. Your credit score is your bills on time. Utility ex
a value between 300 and 900 penses, credit card payments,
points that shows how desir car payments and cell phone
able you are for any type of payments all affect your credit
credit, essentially, lines of score and should always be
credit such as credit cards, paid oil time. Having a credit
home loans and auto loans score strengthens your credit
are heavily dependent on this score but this doesn't mean
score. A good credit score is you should go out and open

Pacifican Copy Editor

three credit cards and
charge five bucks on
all of them and pay
them off. The credit
score is typically nega
tively affected if more
than two credit inqui
ries occur within six
months. Every credit
card you apply for requires
a credit inquiry causing a ding
to your credit score. So don't
go opening up a card for a
measly 10% off of a purchase,
from personal experience you
lose more than you gain from
that 10% off.
The auto industry has
seen the first signs of a credit
crisis being that "people can't
take out auto loans as easily
as a couple of years ago, and
G.M. is seeing a drastic drop
in automobile sales because
there is no credit with which
to make loans to the prospec
tive buyers in the market. In
order to prepare for purchas
ing a car maintaining a high
credit score is key for a sensi
ble interest rate of six or sev
en percent on an auto loan.
The ability to save money
is a rare but extremely neces
sary trait in Americans. Amer
ican spending is around 90%
of total income. The problem
may be that too many Ameri
cans live off lines of credit and
month to month income rath
er than preparing for future in
vestments or retirement. With
spending so high, Americans
are looking at an overall de

cline
in the
stan
dard of
living
w i t h
de
a
cline in
available
credit from
banks. With this is mind, sav
ing money has become more
important than ever within re
cent months.
Students, those of you
who usually get financial aid
and help from parents for liv
ing costs should use this op
portunity to save as much as
your paychecks as possible.
After all, purchasing a home
with a standard loan requires
twenty percent of the total
loan amount down. If you
want fo by a two hundred
thousand dollar home within
the next ten years, you bet
ter make sure you have forty
grand in savings to get a loan
or with the direction banks
are headed in, it will be very
difficult, if possible.
My theory of why Ameri
cans really don't save money is
because of the recent excess
of credit in financial markets.
For the past fifteen
years,
Americans could put virtually
anything on credit. Promises
were made that a person could
buy a four thousand dollar
furniture set and not make
one payment till two years lat
er. Which begs the question:
what if they don't even have a

job two years later? Americans
have strayed away from sav
ings because they had equity
and credit cards to live off.
Another assumption one
may take as to why Americans
do not save much of their
income- is that people saw
how much equity was in their
. houses during the peak of the
housing market and simply
did not see the point in sav
ing, they felt well off and okay
with spending their entire pay
checks. They considered their
equity their source for future
needs.
There you have it, basic
strategies for a successful fi
nancial future in this discon
certing economy. With the
government intervention, one
can only hope that the worse
isn't too bad after all, but fluc
tuations in markets can only
be predicted according to
theory and the actual impact
the housing market failure has
had on the economy is still
unknown. Considering econo
mists do not know the degree
to which the economy will go
into a recession (assuming we
are in one which is still sub
ject to debate), it is important
for the every day individual
to hope for the best and plan
for the worst. Establishing a
solid credit score and saving a
percentage of every paycheck
could decide whether or not
you will be taking the bus and
living in a rental studio for the
next ten years...think about it.

Proposed 6Gay' High School Misleading
Abbv Lian

Pacifican Staff Writer
In September, Chicago proposed to open a
high school geared towards gay, lesbian, bisexual,
and transgendered (GLBT) youth.The school has
become a hot topic in the city of Chicago.
Most surprisingly, the working name is Social
Justice High School — Pride Campus. Even if ap
proved by the Board of Education, Pride Campus
will not open until 2012.
Misconceptions arise due to the keywords 'gay
high school.' First, Pride Campus will offer the
same curriculum as regular public high schools,
while weaving in stories and struggles of gays and
lesbians. Secondly, admission is voluntary. It is not
mandatory for all students to register at the school
at Pride Campus and is open to students of any

sexual orientation.
I do not see a need to designate a school to be
- Chad Weiden, presumed principal of Pride 'gay-friendly.' If the purpose is to raise awareness of
Campus, said, "If it's a quality, high-class education, GLBT issues, these issues can be incorporated into
any kid would want to come. And we want to inves the current curriculum or it should be offered as an
tigate what does it mean to be an ally when we work elective for those interested. With raised awareness,
for social justice. That means having a wide variety the bullying and harassment will subside.
of students."
Currently, there are 4,000 registered GayThe idea of a gay high school is so that GLBT Straight Alliances (GSA) in middle schools, high
youth can feel safe and have a sense of community. schools, and universities nationwide. They serve
But will segregation result in more discrimination?
as peer support and a bridge to community re
Being from liberal San Francisco, I am all for sources, as well as to create a safe environment for
gay rights and protecting the gay community against students and educate the school community about
harassment.
homophobia.
Designating a gay campus is not the way to go.
Final decisions by the Board of Education will
Although students are protected within the realms be made on Nov. 19. If approved, Chicago will
of the campus, they are still vulnerable beyond the pride itself in housing the Nation's second GLBTwalls of the school. Students of Pride Campus may oriented school, the first being Harvey Milk in New
be targeted for harassment at local shopping malls, York.
restaurants, and other popular hangouts.
l\

California Legislature
Ruben Moreno
Pacifican Staff Writer
The California Legislature is comprised of
two sections: a state assembly and a state senate. Pjf V**1 V
The people who hold these offices are elected by
voters who live in the divided district boundaries
designated by the state's legislators.
In California, the state senate consists of 40
members. In the current legislative session, 25
M
senators are Democratic and 15 are Republican. HHHRufl
In the state assembly, there are 80 members, 48
Aghazarian
Wolk
Democratic and 32 Republican.
The part of Stockton in which University of the Pacific resides, is in the 5d' Senate District and
the 26lh Assembly District. Democrat Michael Machado is the incumbent senator and Republican
Greg Aghazarian is the incumbent assemblyman.
This year, Assemblymen Aghazarian is running for state senate against Assemblywoman Lois
Wolk. Both candidates support energy efficiency but differ on many of the current issues.
For the assembly seat, farmer and businessman Bill Berryhill (R) is
running against farmer John Eisenhut (D). Both candidates have vast
amounts of knowledge on agriculture as both are farmers and oddly
enough, they share similar views on issues pertaining to agriculture,
education, and energy.
For a full description on all
candidates stances on issues, visit
their campaign web sites:
Greg Aghazarian:
vvww.joingreg.com
Lois Wolk:
www.loiswolk.com
Bill Berryhill:
www.billberryhill.com
John Eisenhut:
Berryhili
Eisenhut
johneisenhut.com

The Electoral College
Ruben Moreno
Pacifican Staff Writer
I he Electoral College is key for every
presidential candidate. In order to win
the presidency, a candidate must claim a
majority of the Electoral votes. The magic
number stands at 270. No matter what the
popular vote is, the Electoral
. College determines who wins the
presidency.
The Electoral College is
made up of 538 electors who
represent both the House of
Representatives and U.S. Senate;
three electors come from the
District of Columbia.
The red states represent the
electoral votes George W. Bush
won while the blue represent the
votes for John Kerry in the 2004
election.
Historically, most of the
southern states and mid-west
states tend to lean Republican
whereas the northeastern and
west coast states lean Democratic.
This election, some identify'
the key battleground states as:
Florida, Ohio, North Carolina,
Virginia, Colorado, New Mexico,
and Nevada.
According to many polls,
Obama leads in all battleground
states. However, some of these
polls that have him listed as the
front runner were also incorrec.t
during the Democratic primaries.
For instance, USA Today/Gallup
estimated Obama was going
to win the New Hampshire
primary by a 13 point victory

when his rival, Senator Hillary Clinton ended
up winning by three points. This shows how
unreliable some of the polls we have seen
can be. The graph below illustrates one of
the possible outcomes of the election. This
scenario leaves Ohio once again to decide
who the President of the United States will
be: McCain or Obama.

I Stand Here ai
The McCain and 0
Heather Breen
Pacifican Copy Editor
Democrats and Republicans are divided
by the divergent theories of government
that they uphold. Candidates chosen to run
for the presidency in either party typically
support goals or plan to implement changes
that correspond to their party's platforms. But
just how do Senator John McCain and Senator
Barack Obama's goals match up with the larger
ideals endorsed by their political party7?
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I n general. Republicans identify themselves
with conservative views and measures. Broadly
speaking, conservative views can manifest
themselves in social conservatism, economic
conservatism, or both.
Socially
conservative
Republicans
subscribe to the belief that they know what
is best for every American and thus believe
that the government should have a deciding
factor in moral decisions that affect individual
Americans. Furthermore, social conservatives
favor the implementation of religious or
spiritual ideology into the government as a way
to make sure that social order and morality are
maintained. Current issues of interest to the
social conservative are the instigation of prayer
in school, limiting or outlawing abortion, and
banning gay marriage on national and state
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Caliform
Seema Ghatnekar
Pacifican Perpectives Editor
Andrew Mitchell
Pacifican News Editor

This November, Californians must once agar.
themselves for an overwhelming number of propositi i
state's 2008 election ballot contains 12 propositions c:
of bond measures, constitutional amendments, or state
Some were placed on the ballot by the California Lc.
others were placed by petition signatures. The Pacifican
again detailed the propositions. (Proposition 1 appeal:
October 16 issue of The Pacifican).

Potential 2008 Electoral Map

Proposition 2: Standards for Confining Farm
Initiative Statute.
What It Does: requires that calves raised for veal K
hens and pregnant pigs be confined only in ways that ai!
animals to lie down, stand up, fully extend their limbs

a 2008
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McCain wants to tackle the cost and
stresses associated with higher education bv
consolidating the federal financial aid program
and expanding the federal student loan program
to include more "lender-of-last-resort" options.
Obama wants to subsidize the first $4000 of
snident college costs if the student completes
100 hours of community service beforehand.
The financial aid process will also be simplified
so that the supplementary FAFSA forms
are eliminated and aid can be applied for by
checking a box on one's yearly tax returns.

Presidential Alternatives
Courtney Woori

Pacifican Staff Writer

Tired of hearing only about the Democratic and Republican presidential candidates? Well, maybe it is time to
ook at the alternative candidates. This election's ballot will feature a total of six presidential candidates. As seen
on the sample ballot, here are the four alternative tickets and a glimpse of their platforms:
Libertarian Party
Candidate: Robert "Bob" Barr
Running Mate-. Wayne A. Root
According to his official website, www.bobbarr2008.com, Barr
favors spending and welfare cuts, drilling Alaska's oil, reforming the
tax system, leaving gay marriage up to the states, and immediately
withdrawing from Iraq. He considers the Iraq War to be a "mistake"
and believes the Patriot Act
should be eradicated.
Green Party
Candidate:
Cynthia
Ann
McKinney
Running Mate Rosa Clemente
On her campaign website, votetruth08.com, McKinney is described as a
promoter of rights for "seniors, students, the disabled, minorities, veterans
and workers." McKinney is a strong supporter of withdrawal from Iraq,
stem cell research, protecting a woman's right to choose, affirmative
action, and prison reform. McKinney is also an advocate of environmental
protection policies.
Barr
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Iraq: McCain has set no firm deadline for
all favor a cap the removal of US troops from Iraqi territory.
an, although Obama aims to remove two troop divisions a
xempt from month so that all troops will be home by mid
2010. Select military forces may remain to
tclear energy promote American's safety in Iraq after that
clear power deadline.
nillion dollar
Taxes: McCain wants to make President
fectrical cars Bush's 2001 and 2003 tax cuts permanent. He
irdable, and favors reducing the corporate tax rate as well.
e 10% of all Obama would allow the tax cuts made in 2001
sources by and 2003 to remain until their 2011 expiration
hore drilling date, at which point those makingover $250,000
|i the current would incur a different tax rate. Taxes for those
making less than S25Q,000 would remain at the
favor early rate they are now.
preschoolers.

Keyes

American Independent Party
Candidate-. Alan L. Keyes
Running Mate Wiley S. Drake,
SR.
Based on information from the
American Independent Party's
website, www.selfgovernment.
us, Keyes's platform is founded
on
primarily
conservative
stances. He is pro-life, pro-family,
and supports public display of
the Ten Commandments. Keyes
advocates a federal amendment
to protect traditional marriage
between a man and a woman.

Peace and Freedom Party
Candidate Ralph Nader
Running Mate Matt Gonzalez
Referencing his website, www.votenader.org, Nader's platform includes
plans for supporting renewable energy, reversing the U.S. policy in the
Middle East, cutting the military budget, and restoring worker's rights.
Nader believes in decreasing the power of large corporations, and desires
to "crackdown on corporate crime." He also supports equal rights for
homosexuals.

who commit certain drug crimes, break drug
treatment rules or violate parole. Substantially
shortens parole for certain drug offenses;
increases parole for serious and violent felonies.

Proposition 6: Police and Law Enforcement
Funding. Criminal Penalties and Laws.
Initiative Statute.
What It Does: Makes approximately 30 revisions
' to California criminal law, many of which cover
feely.
gang-related offenses. Revisions create multiple
new crimes and additional penalties, some with
ition 3: Children's Hospital Bond Act. Grant Program. the potential for new life sentences. Increases
re Statute.
penalties for violating a gang-related injunction
Does: Authorizes $980,000,000 in bonds, to be repaid and for felons carrying guns under certain
ites General Fund, to fund the construction, expansion, conditions.
ling, renovation, furnishing and equipping of children's
s. It will designate 80% of bond proceeds to go to hospitals Proposition 7: Renewable Energy Generation.
is on children with illnesses such as leukemia, cancer, heart Initiative Statute.
What It Does: Mandates that all electric
• diabetes, sickle cell anemia and cystic fibrosis.
utilities in California generate 20% of power
I tion 4: Waiting Period and Parental Notification from renewable sources by 2010; 40% by
Termination of Minor's Pregnancy. Initiative 2020; and 50% by 2025. Imposes penalties for
noncompliance.
utional Amendment.
t Does: Changes California Constitution to prohibit
i for unetnancipated minor until 48 hours after physician Proposition 8: Eliminates Right of Same-sex
Couples to Marry. Initiative Constitutional
minor's parent or legal guardian.
Amendment.
ition 5: Nonviolent Drug Offenses. Sentencing, What It Does: adds an amendment to the
California State Constitution that says only
and Rehabilitation. Initiative Statute,
t Does: Limits court authority to incarcerate offenders marriage between a man and a woman will be

(positions

McKinney

Nader

recognized by the state.
Proposition 9: Criminal Justice System.
Victims'
Rights.
Parole.
Initiative
Constituional Amendment and Statute.
What It Does: Expands the legal rights of
crime victims. Restricts the early release of
inmates. Changes the procedures for granting
and revoking palrole.
Proposition 10: Alternative Fuel Vehicles
and Renewable Energy. Bonds. Initiative
Statute.
What It Does: Allocates $3,425 billion to
help consumers purchase alternative fuels,
plus research into alternative fuel technology.
Allocates an additional $1.25 for research,
development, and production of renewable
energy technology.
Proposition 11: Redistricting. Initiative
Constitutional Amendment and Statute.
What It Does: District boundaries for state
Assembly, Senate, and Board of Equalization
will be drawn by a 14 member commission of
registered voters consisting of five Democrats,
five Republicans, and four independents.
Proposition 12: Veterans' Bond Act of 2008.
What It Does: Issues $900 million for loans to
veterans so they can purchase homes and farms.
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carpe diem
* Tricks and treats

I don't know about you, but I can not
believe that Halloween is this Friday. Thank
goodness it's on Friday, the perfect day to chill
out, relax, and get some sweet treats. It seems
like a month has already passed us by, and Thanks
giving is just around the corner.
Halloween is dne of my favorite holidays be
cause it offers so much fun with not much plan
ning. For starters, you get free candy! There is
nothing better on a Friday night than to go out and
have a blast while chowing down on some choco
lates or staying home and watching a horror movie
with the caramel popcorn.
If you are in the mood to go out and have
some old-fashioned amusement, check out Lathrop's annual "Pumpkin Maze," a massive labyrinth
produced with authentic corn stalks. From person
al experience, getting lost in a corn maze provides
a surge of adrenaline and self-confidence with the
right essentials. The corn maze, visible from the
highway, is affordable at $10,and also features a va
riety of activities, such as a pumpkin blaster, "gem
mining," a petting zoo, a speedway, and a haunted
house. The event is open until Halloween night
from 10 a.m. to 8 p.m.
For those of you who are more interested in
having fun indoors, try pumpkin carving. Although
I've never personally carved a pumpkin, the idea
is fresh and allows bonding time between room
mates, friends, and peers. Pumpkins are easy to get
at nearby grocery stores this week, and last time I
was there, Wal-Mart was selling them for $3. Don't
know what to carve? A good place to start is to
find a stencil on the internet, print it out, and then
use a sharp knife to trace the outside of the design
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onto the pumpkin. However,
remember to clean
out the inside meat
of
the pumpkin
first, or the pumpkin
won't be the only one
screaming.
With the insides
of the
pumpkin, you can sepa
rate
the seeds from the meaty part of the
pumpkin to create some festive foods. For in
stance, the seeds can be dried and roasted to create
a delicious snack. For baked goods containing the
pumpkin meat, make sure you use sweet or sugar
pumpkins because the pumpkins used for carving
will not work as well.
Lastly, for those who love watching movies,
give yourself a scare and watch the recent film,
Saw V. The fifth sequel of Saw is now playing in
local theaters, and is supposedly even better than
its previous sequel. Or, rent a DVD classic horror
movie, such as The Exorcist, The Shining, Jeepers
Creepers, or my own recommendation, the De
scent.
To top it all off, you can sprinkle in some
goodies for your movie night! For caramel pop
corn, melt butter, brown sugar, corn syrup, salt,
baking soda and vanilla in a medium saucepan over
medium heat, and coat the popcorn with the mix.
Bake it in the oven to finish. You can also use the
same caramel mixture to make caramel apples. In
stead of putting the finished apples in the oven,
place them in the refrigerator to retain its crispness
and sweetness.
Take some time to relax and enjoy the won
ders of Halloween! Go all out and play dress up,
because tomorrow is the only day it'll be legal.

Easy, Fun, and One-of-a-Kind Costume Ideas
Aileen Shon

Pacifican Staff Writer
It's the day be
fore
Halloween
and many of youhave procrasti
nated
until
the last
day
to
think of a
costume. This
year, you want steer clear of
previous Halloween digs and
want to be something creative
and new. The Playboy bunny
is so last year, (he Scream
mask doesn't even make you
scream anymore, and the 80's
get-up should've stayed in the
80's.
If your brain is fried from
this week, no worries, because
this may be the farthest you
will have to look for a great
costume idea.
If you walk around any
large, urban cities, you will
most likely find bright fluo
rescent iPod advertisements

towering over busy
i streets. The iPod ad
costumes are becom
ing quite a popular
Halloween trend, but
it has yet to grace Pa
cific with its iconic black
silhouette and neon
background. Why not
be that someone who
starts the trend?
Who can run so fast, he
can run around the world and
punch himself in the back of
the head? Whose tears can
cure cancer? Who would have
more money than you even
if you both had the same
amount? If you know the an
swers to these trivia questions,
you may be the perfect can
didate to don- a cowboy hat,
a- vest, and a badge with the
name "Chuck Norris". Chuck
Norris has been demonstrat
ing his martial arts skills for
ages, so why shouldn't anyone
honor him by dressing up like
him? They say that imitation is

the highest form of flattery.
Do you boast hotness?
Do you think you are doing
everyone a service by walk
ing across campus? When
you picture yourself, do you
envision yourself walking
out from bright white light
and parted clouds? Well, Hal
loween may be the best time
to just come out publicly and
show everyone what you real
ly are. Find a box big enough
to fit over you, wrap it up in
wrapping paper, cut five holes
for your arms, legs, and head,
and attach a gift tag that says:
"To: Women (or men), From:
God". It's easy, it's fast, and
you may even get lucky.
Here's a good one for
those of you who are really
broke, really lazy, or a combi
nation of both. Paint a shoe
box black and tape it to your
back. There, you are now a re
frigerator magnet.

More costume ideas
on page 13
''IT'
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guilty p|pf«;iires

movie
Zack and Miri Make a Porno

Lifelong platonic friends Zack and
Miri look to solve their respective
cash-flow problems by making an
adult film together. As the cam
eras roll, however, the duo begin
to sense that they may have more
feelings for each other than they
previously thought.
Rated R, 102 min., Opens on Hal
loween

book

My Life, by Bill Clinton

An exhaustive, soul-searching mem
oir by Clinton's My as the former
president features his roles as a son,
brother, teacher, father, husband,
and public figure.

music

"Boyfriend,"
Alphabeat

tv show

Curb Your Enthusiasm
Features verite-style footage of
Larry David at home, at work and
around town, as he gets into pre
dicaments with fictional and real-life
personalities.
HBO at Sunday 10:00 PM (30 min.)

Discover the Unseen

Join the Invisible Children
Club T oday!!

Crab a friend end make a difference in Ike lire/ of
children in northern Uganda by helping to rebuild
schools and bring awareness to a war that hns 90a
unnoticed for the past 23 gears.
Where: Pine room located upstairs in the Mccaffrey
center across from the Summit
When: Wednesdays at 7pm
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We've Done the Time Warp, Again!
lourtnev Wood

'acifican Staff W r i t e r
What better way to usher in the
lalloween season than with a tnidight showing of the cult classic,
Locky Horror Picture Show?
The film, based on a play, has been
round since 1975, and continues to
ike in audiences with every screenlg. Pacific's own midnight showing
>n October 25 was no exception.
A huge group of students waited
upside Pjipi&c's, theatey irt anticipa

tion of the movie and live shadow
cast. However, the small size of the
theater could not accommodate the
amount of eager audience members.
With just a few minutes left before
the show, the usher called out: "Sold
out! No more seats!" Members of the
cast helped to apologetically relay the
message to the disappointed group.
A groan spread through the
crowd of students who had not been
early enough to snag a seat. Nearly a
hundred people waited outside; some

estaurant review

JV Liao
cifican S t a f f
riter

The Boiler Room

a taste and the warmth of the
Of all the restaurants I melted cheese and chicken
: reviewed, The Boiler woke up my taste buds crav
om, located in the historic ing for more.
For the appetizer, I or
iterfront Warehouse, is by
one of my favorite. They dered the Mini Sampler
re great food, and the at- ($7.95), which composed of
a Bpiler Room Slider (a mini
sphere is relaxing. •
For my birthday dinner, hamburger), buffalo fries,
vent to The Boiler Room and garlic fries. The buffalo
a party of nine on a fries were genius—the fries
day night. I expected the definitely tasted like buffalo
to be full of college stu wings. Also, the garlic fries
nts chugging pitchers of were excellent.
I also ordered the 6
after a long week, and
E dining area to be full of oz. 100% Black Angus Top
id chatter. Instead, I could Sirloin served with vegeta
ar a fly buzz by.' Business bles and mashed potatoes
1 not get any better as the ($12.95) for my entree. As it
was being served, the dish re
fit progressed.
I was disappointed, minded me of food from the
nking there must be some- dining hall. But once I placed
Big wrong for the restau- a piece of beef in my mouth,
lt for it to be so empty on I changed my assumption.
'riday night. To make the The sirloin was so delicious,
nation worse, our waitress juicy, and tender! I savored
:ed the dishes that were every bite of it.
My friends raved about
available, causing everythe
Santa Cruz Chicken
dy to moan and groan beuse we had already decided sandwich ($9.95). I'll have to
give that a try next time.
the dishes she fisted.
Days after the dinner,
However,
the
food
finitely compensated for my friends were still praising
i lack of customers and me on my pick of the restau
ties. One of my friends rant. I will definitely return
dered the quesadilla appe again, this time making sure
ar ($7.95), which was large they have everything that is
hugh to be an entree. I had fisted on the menu.

lifestyles.thepacifican.com

were even dressed up for the oc
casion. A few people shouted out a
hopeful request for a second showing
as they reluctantly turned away from
the theater, but it was to no avail.
On the inside of the theater,
lucky audience members buzzed ex
citedly, anxious for the show to be
gin. Members of the cast passed out
bags filled with audience participation
props and the show finally started'
Tara Hodgetts, the show's direc
tor who played the role of "Janet,"
also functioned as an emcee. She
kicked off the night with audience
participation games and a warning:
"You will he. offended!"
Once the movie began to roll,
the audience seemed to fit right into
the grooves of the show. Everyone
"Time Warped" and appeared to en
joy themselves amidst a minor glitch
that occurred toward the middle of
the show, leaving the cast to entertain
while the movie cut out. Within min
utes, the film was on again and picked
up right where we left off.
After the show, Hodgetts shared
the details of putting on such a pro
gram. She revealed that the movie
rights cost $750, bur $1150 more was
needed for props and costumes.
Organizations like ASUOP, RHA,
Social Justice, Multicultural Affairs,
Pride Alliance, and the Film Stud

Aileen Shon

Pacifican S t a f f W r i t e r
Delta Phi Epsilon is a new addition to
Pacific's Greek community, a fraternity that
promotes interest in foreign affairs within the
campus and student body.
According to Vice President Gloria Gunn,
the purpose of the organization is to, "create
global citizens by fostering international con
sciousness and awareness of global affairs."
Delta Phi Epsilon was founded in George
town University in 1920 by Alfred O. Arsenau,
Wesley O. Ash, Samual C. Bartlett, and TJ Patrick

club profile

ies Dept. helped to fund the project.
Hodgetts did not know how long the
show has been running at Pacific, but
says it has at least been happening
"for the last five years." The cast is
glad to be apart of this tradition.
Being that this was my first time
seeing the Rocky Horror Picture
Show with a live shadow cast, I am
glad that I was able to have the ex
perience although it was quite differ
ent from what I had anticipated. For
tunately, I had seen the movie itself
several times already, so the scripted
outbursts of the cast throughout the
show did not interrupt my viewing of
the film. For someone who had never
seen the movie, it may have been frus
trating to try to follow the dialogue,
but perhaps that is why these types of
performances are geared toward peo
ple who are already fans of the movie
or the play.
Overall, the showing was a suc
cess. The turnout was incredible, the
cast was well prepared, and the audi
ence was definitely entertained. I hope
that next year the tradition continues,
with a whole new audience who will
be able to witness and participate in
the old story of a few quirky Transylvanians. It's important to bring new
fans to these shows, because, as said
by cast member Roman Suarez, Rocky
Horror is "about the people."

O'Connell, students of the School of Foreign
Service. Today, the fraternity graces the Pacific
campus with its ideals of global awareness.
The fraternity "encourages service to
the international and domestic communities
through direct involvement in education and
collaboration with other organizations that
promote a future in global careers while en
hancing the welfare of humanity," said Gunn.
Every month, DPE will host Wolf Hour, a
cultural fair held to expose students to cultural
and foreign affairs. The first Wolf Hour will
be on Nov. 6 from 12 p.m. to 2 p.m. The fair
will provide information, activities, and ethnic
food booths.
For students interested in Delta Phi Ep
silon, meetings are held on the first and third
Tuesday of every month at 9 p.m. in the Spruce
Room.

Delta Phi Epsilon
Cultural Organizations Gain Popularity

Renee Icasiano

Pacifican S t a f f W r i t e r
Two very dynamic Organi
zations are gaining popularity
in Stockton. "The Peace Love
And You (P.L.A.Y.) Multi-Cul
tural Arts Organization is in
association with the Cultural
Heritage Council (CHC)," ac
cording to Founder and Presi
dent of both, Robert Rojas.
This unique pair of orga
nizations is sweeping over the
San Joaquin County to bring
the level of commitment by,
responsibilities for, and nurturance of the people that
make up the blended commu
nity and society in Stockton.
The Cultural Heritage
Council, a non-profit orga

nization, has several goals
including growing cultural
awareness, cultural economic
development, neighborhood
and community cultural devel
opment, cultural facilities, cul
tural infrastructure, and pub
lic and private sector funding
sources for the Arts.
P.L.A.Y.
Multi-Cultural
Arts Organization provides
entertainment services to the
entire range of culture in this
community, such as an annual
event which showcases all
those who choose to perform
- or as the new language term
would have us saying, 'rep
resent'. "Our event will ...
break down barriers and pro
vide an environment to create
social relationships within our

community/' reads the orga
nization's internet homepage.
The event will be held May 9,
2009.
Rojas has been highly ac
tive in seeking out the lead
ers and developers of our
community including city of
ficials, San Joaquin County
officials, city members, busi
ness owners, education direc
tors, college students, religious
affiliates, other non-profit or
ganizations and more. "Ev
eryone needs to get involved,'
Rojas said.
For more information,
questions, and comments
about either of these organi
zations or to contact Rojas,
go to www.playmulticultural.
com.

Salsa Y Mas
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Dance into another world

give them confidence to boisterously march
into any Latino wedding with their dancing
As an introduction into "Salsa y Mas," shoes on.
One of the students, Ben Adler, is quite
the Latino dancing class taught at tfie Baun
Fitness .Center, instructor Serjio Acevedo a dedicated fan of the class. In fact, he has
shouts, "Welcome to the Salsa community!" . been attending for four years. When asked
Acevedo, the Director of Multicultural what keeps him coming back, his response
Affairs, says, "Salsa y Mas introduces people was, "Salsa is great for distressing. It gets all
to common Latin social dances so that par the nervous energy out."
The salsa class is more than just a bunch
ticipants will learn dance technique and build
confidence to survive a Latino wedding and of beginning dancers attempting to keep
rhythrq to the quick tempo of Latino music
demonstrate intercultural competence,"
Acevedo has been teaching the class here while trying not to breaking each others arms
at Pacific since 1994 and encourages students in an effort to do some of the more compli
to give it a try. "Part of a college experience cated turns. Learning Latino dances is a way
is to learn about new people and experiences of broadening one's mind to other cultures.
Through the class, Acevedo, as well as
and this is an easy and accessible way to do
the rest of the multicultural center team,
so."
Every class begins with the students hopes to extend a welcoming arm to all Pa
standing in a circle, holding hands. This is an cific students, encouraging them to stop by
odd way to begin a class, but do not forget the Center, located on the bottom level of the
that the students are being formally welcomed McCaffrey Center, and further broaden their
to the Salsa community at this time, and that minds to other cultures.
The Salsa y Mas class is taught every
salsa is a close-contact dance. Holding each
other's hands is a great way to relinquish per Wednesday of each fall semester from 9 to 10
p.m. All different types of dance are taught,
sonal boundaries and warm up for the class.
Acevedo instructs the class with easy-to- including merengue, bachata, banda, cumfollow steps, and soon enough,- students are bia, zapatiada, and of course, salsa. Tango is
marching happily along to traditional Latino taught occasionally, but usually by a- different
dances with ear-to-ear grins that can only be instructor.
interpreted as "Wow! I'm actually doing it!" In
So come explore the wonders of Salsa y
no time, students master the basic steps that •Mas and the Salsa community!
Ariana Crisafulli

Pacifican S t a f f W r i t e r

fWTICHI T Y&T
PgEfENT: I1MIOWEIN ©At
OCTOBER ?1W
CASH BAR AVAILABLE
RAYMOND CREAT If ALL
10P.M. -1 A.M.

Events Calend

10:00 p.m. Theta Chi & Sigma Chi I
4:00 p.m. Pacific's 10th Annual Safe Trick- Halloween Bash
Raymond Great Hall
Or-Treat
6:30 p.m. Nov. 4
Int'l Club's Halloween
3:30 p.m. Chai & Party
The
Lair Hosts
Bechtel Center
Election Night 2008
The Lair
7:00 p.m. Delta Upsilon's Haunted House
7:30 p.m. Delta Upsilon House
Pacific Faculty Ensemble
$3 or 3 canned food to enter
to perform works by
Pulitzer Prize Winner
7:30 p.m. Raymond Great Hall
AIGA Halloween Bash '08
Art Department

Oct 3a

Auditions!

The Vagina Monologues
As directed by Giovanna Arieta
Nov. 5, 6, 7
UC Ballroom
4:30 p.m. - 9 p.m.
15 min. timeslots
Sign up at UC front desk!

2 rooms for rent in
4 bedroom home!

'n

All utilities paid including
Comcast, Wi-Fi, lawn care,
ADT security, access to washer
and dryer!
Contact Tamara (916) 761-8044

Oct 31
11:00 a.m. Wear Your Orange and Black Day
DeRosa University Center '
9:00 p.m. Kappa Upsilon Gamma
Halloween Party
Kappa Upsilon Gamma House

Nov. 5

3:30 p.m. The Lair Hosts Election

2008

The Lair
Nov. 6
5:30 p.m. 2008 Etiquette Dinner
Grace Covell Hall
$15 for student tickets

&
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here did Halloween Come From? Couture Comes To Pacific
Istine Le

\ifican Copy Editor

y

i

Onlv one day remains unle witches, ghosts and suleroes come knocking at
doors and horror flicks get
>ed into your DVD player,
the question remains: how
tly did we get this cavity-infest
ight of fun?
It all started about 2,000 years ago
people known as the Celts, who lived
hat is now the U.K., northern France, and
nd. November 1 marked the beginning
leir new year and the end of their harvest
in, so they would celebrate the night bewith a festival called Samhain.
The Celts also held this festival in belief
on this night, the boundaries between the
y and the dead dissolved. As a result, they
I : costumes and danced around bonfires
'elcome back the spirits of their ancesr
ind to ward off any bad spirits that might
sickness or damage to crops.
^ater, the Roman Pagans combined Samwith their own celebration of the dead,
1 Feralia. Unlike the Celts, this festival foI i on the beginning of their harvest seanstead of the end of it. Therefore, they
ipated fresh fruit coming from the godPomona, which explains how bobbing for.
I :s became a Halloween activity,
eventually, Christianity swept through Eu-

n

beth Croisetiere

W

ifican Staff Writer

The Wedding follows Nicholas Spark's first
I < The Notebook. Wilson, a hardworking,

lawyer, finds himself left alone in his
he with his wife of 29 years. His children
I jrown, and his wife has fallen out of love
I him. They no longer have anything in
I mon. They live separate lives and hardly
I id any time together.
When his daughter announces her own
;{ding, where Wilson forgets his own 29th
ling anniversary, he decides he must put in
I ion a plan to win hack the love of his wife.
I ough his love for her has never faltered,
A strict demeanor and lack of emotions has
I e her think otherwise. With the help of
I :ather-in-law, the beloved Noah Calhoun,
I ;on attempts to ignite the old flame in this
riage. This story is written from the perl:tive of a man and is an interesting read
readers of all ages. Even though Wilson
|
idcasts his own mistakes, his love for his
endears him. This romantic tale of lost
gives hope for anyone woman out there.
Like many of Spark's novels, this story
;resses through flashbacks. The reader is "
I y to V il son's first date, kiss, and wedding
„ Bint

rope and turned this
Pagan holiday into
All Saints Day, which
ultimately
com
bined holy worship
with the honoring
of the dead. Another
name derived for this
day was "All Hallows'
Day," so naturally, the day right be
fore was termed "All Hallows' Eve."
From this name the variation "All
Hallows' Even" originated, which is
how
the term Halloween came to be.
People in Ireland believed there were bad
spirits roaming the streets on this night, so they
wore masks and costumes to ward them away.
As another way to scare away bothersome
ghosts, they placed candles in carved turnips
outside their homes. Since turnips were diffi
cult to carve, the infamous pumpkin became
the vegetable to carve.
The idea of trick-or-treating is also an
Irish invention. Villagers would go from door
to door begging for contributions to a com
munity feast, and those who gave generous
amounts would have a prosperous new year.
On the contrary, those who gave little would
supposedly be cursed, and even threatened.
With so much Irish .influence on Hallow
een, it is not surprising that they brought it
to America after immigrating in the 18th and
19th centuries.
Have a safe and happy Halloween!

book review
The Wedding

with his wife, all through his own eyes. As he
works through these memories his love for his
wife becomes apparent and the reader can't
help but on cheer Wilson, this workaholic law
yer as he tries to take up cooking and romantic
gestures to win back his wife.
If you were a fan on Noah and Allie's love
story in The Notebook, then you won't be disap
pointed. Allie and Noah's love still exists, but
in a much different form. As a side plot, Noah
is now living in Creekside. Every day he sits
by a pond to visit a swan, which he believes is
his wife incarnated. Although the nurses think
this is a sign of mental debilitation, as the
Story progresses the reader can decide for his
or herself if Allie and Noah's love was strong
enough to, keep them together forever.
The• Wedding is a story of lost love. There
is a twist at the end which will not leave even
the hardest critic with a dry eye. If you loved
The Notebook, then this story cannot be passed
over.

More costume ideas
continued from page 7

a rah Palin

I med eye glasses
I ifle (fake)
I ited States flag-printed
lini
e iuty pageant sash
lep quoting, "I can see
u .sia from my house" or
•averick".

Spencer Pratt and
Heidi Montag
You will need:
A guy and a girl
Blonde hair dye, copious
amounts of hair gel (both
for Spencer).
Wax lips (for Heidi)

Britney Spears
(when she was crazy)
You will need:
A pink wig
Large sunglasses
Electric razor
•Optional: an umbrella

Ally Mengarelli

Pacifican Staff Writer
Last Saturday, the "Caps
and Couture: Fashion and the
Urban Landscape" fashion
show was held on the lawn
outside the art building and
featured some of our very own
Pacific students! The event
began at 9 p.m. with free ap
petizers, wine, a gallery view
ing and a live painting by Nick
Hernandez, a respected street
artist from the Central Valley,
also known as MEAT.
Other artists featured in
the gallery were STAN 153,
KING 157, DENZ, Eliana
Cetto, Allen Armstead, Mikey
Vu, as well as a few artists
from Sacramento. After the
gallery viewing, Rythym Inc.,
a hip-hop dance group, per
formed and the runway show
began shortly with, curators
Madalyn Friedrich and Robin
Lee thanking the audience.
Despite a few short tech
nical difficulties withip the
show, the show was aestheti
cally pleasing and extremely
weli-received.
The runway show was
put on both by undergradu
ate students and faculty and
focused on the communion
between the worlds of avantgarde fashion and popular art
in Pacific's Reynolds Art Gal
lery. Madalyn Friedrich and
Robin Lee, both undergradu
ate students at Pacific, beauti
fully curated an exhibition that

closely studies contemporary
American culture through the
juxtaposition of popular art
forms. The show helped to
demonstrate the relationship
between couture fashion and
its encounter with the urban,
everyday environment as well
as the concept that urban,
everyday art is not simply an
outlet for creative expression,
but is, in fact, art. The urban
art acted as a type of backdrop
for the fabulous show that
would please even the likes of
Tvra herself.
Designers exhibiting their
pieces were among the likes
of Nunu, Natasha Foucault,
Phuong, Maureen Dougherty,
Evelina Galli, Penelope Reedy
Frankees Samad, Natalie Haddox, Mitenmaker, Ashkahn,
Jasmin Zorlu, Cari Borja, Skylier Wear, Marc Eric, Lisa Sysonbath, and James Kubota.
The models all looked ex
tremely well put together with
hair and makeup done by Safavi Institute of Cosmetology
and Esthetics of Modesto, and
Darin Jon Studio of Stockton.
The event was DJed by Jaime
Sandoval, photographed by
Elinore Ceballos, and catered
by Bon Appetit. The graphic
designer for the production
was Lauren Friedrich. Fina,
Wish List Fashion Lounge,
Dillard's, Crossroads Trading
Co., Gottschalks of Modesto,
and Sparrow also sponsored
and were exhibited in the
show.

What's Your Favorite Candy?
Students and Faculty Spill
Their Sweet Tooth Secrets!
Ophelia Turner

Pacifican Staff Writer
As the weather turns colder and
Halloween decorations start appear
ing all over, there is one thing on
everybody's minds: candy!
Now, we all know that you
don't have to be a kid to like candy, so I went around and asked
some students and faculty to tell me what candy they like best!
Professor Ken Albala: "Real licorice, the kind from Italy
and Spain, you can't get it here in America, unlike-Dutch licorice
but that is really salty. This licorice stains your mouth black! I
also really like those circus peanuts, the ones sort of like marshmallows and are orange. Those are good!"
Lucy Pacheco (Freshman; major: Psychology): "My favor
ite candy is M&Ms!"
Professor Dylan Zorea: "I've always loved candy corn."
Samantha Juneman (Sophomore; major: Music Manage
ment): "For me, on Halloween, it's always a big bonus to get
Sweetarts, Whoppers, and Airheads!"
Paul Sukhanov (Senior; major: Bio-Chemistry): "The epit
ome of Halloween candy would have to be candy corn."
Jennifer Sese (Freshman; major: Studio Art): "My favorite
candy is Twix. I love my Twix. Twix are delicious. That is very
vague, but eat it anyway."
Elaina Khoo (Freshman; major: Pre-Pharmacy): "I like
Teddy Pops. They come in seven different flavors and cool col, ors. They are very yummy-licious!"

Rachel Freeman
Pacifican Sports Editor
[oacilta
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The Stories Behind the Stars
Rachel Freeman

Pacifican Sports Editor
(As of press time, the Philadelphia
Phillies were leading the series three games to
one against the Tampa Bay Rays, with Game
5 postponed because of rain.)
W h o
would
have
thought that two
cellar-dwelling
teams
would
make it to the
World Series? I
know I certainly
did not. But nowthat the Phil
lies and Rays are
here, let me break
how rare this Series seems to be.
.The Philadelphia Phillies are the
first team in Major League Baseball history
to amass 10,000 total losses since they began
as a team in 1883. In 125 years, the Phillies
have appeared in three World Series contests (not in
cluding 2008) and have won only one. The Phillies
most recent appearance in the World Series prior to
this year was in 1993 when they lost 4 games to 2 to
the Toronto Blue Jays. Not only did they lose the Se
ries, but they lost the final game on a game-winning

homerun by Joe Morgan. The Phillies just seem to
have lots of bad luck.
The Rays' luck does not seem to be much
better. The Tampa Bay Devil Rays, as they were for
merly known, were created in 1998. Since joining the
league, they have only finished out of last place in

Athlete Profile: Lydia Jackson
Elizabeth Croisetiere

Pacifican Staff Writer
As
an
international
relations ma
jor, college
junior and a
woman ac
complished
in
two
sports, Lydia
Jackson is a
force to be
reckoned
with. Sport
ing number
15, Lydia Jackson came from South
ern California to play soccer for Pa
cific.
Jackson started playing soccer at
the young age of five. Back then she
used to look up to the older club and
college soccer players. Jackson start
ed club soccer at the age of nine and
continued through her eighteenth
year. She played on one particular
team for 8 years and really bonded
with her teammates. The team spirit
of soccer drew her in as she con
tinued to play throughout her high
school years.
Jackson graduated from Valhalla
High School. In high school she was
a two sport athlete. She earned an
impressive seven letters in only four
years. Four letters were in soccer
and three in golf. Jackson excelled at
both sports while she maintained a
full course load during high school.
With the stress of two sports and
academics Jackson just pushed hard

their division two times: in 2004, when they,
in 4th place, and 2008, when they finished
i
haps their first game as a member of Nf ajot
Baseball set the tone for how the following
would proceed: they lost 11-6 to the Dettoi;
Prior to this season, the best record the Ra\y
with was 70-91, a far cry from a good re%_
the 2004 season, the
Rays have a combined
264-383 record; overall,
including this season,
the Rays career record
is 742-1037. At this
current pace, it would
take the Rays 109 years
to amass 10,000 career
losses, 15 fewer years
than the 124 years it
took the Phillies.
Photographs courtesy olwj
It will be interesting to see which te
mately wins the World Series. There is no do:
both teams were surprise victors in their te
leagues. Perhaps, each team will gain some
from the League by the time the Series is civ;
Oh and one more litde snippet o: t
tion. There was 250-to-l odd that the T:
Rays would make it to the World Series. _
Rays fan placed a $100 bet at Bally's Hotel ia
gas before the baseball season started, and
Rays win the Series, he is poised to make 51:

er. In her junior year she earned All- shows on the field. They have had
Grossmont League First Team hon a solid season so far, and October
ors in golf. To even up her trophy 24 was a big game for them. They
case she won the same honor for played Cal Poly and needed to win.
soccer in her senior year. In 2004, Jackson was ready with her usual
Jackson led her team to the CIF pregame ritual of eating her power
Championship title. Jackson end food, a sandwich, and three hours
ed up choosing to pursue soccer before the game. It's her secret to
because she still loved the team success on and off the field.
atmosphere it provided.
When Jackson is not on the field
Jackson became interested in she tries to give back to her com
Pacific because two of her uncles munity. Every Monday she and her
are alumni of the university so soccer family go at 3:30 to read with
she knew all about its excellent kindergarteners and first graders at
academic programs. At Pacific, Kohl school. They also host camps
Jackson in an International Re during the summer for soccer fans
lations major and plans to study of all ages. Now her role is reversed
abroad in France the spring se and the younger soccer players can
mester of her senior year..One day look up to her as she becomes their
she hopes to be an archaeologist, role model.
so she studies the world to decide
which culture she'd be interested in.
With such a demanding major she
must balance her academic sched
ule and soccer. Generally she spends
20-25 hours per week practicing her
soccer skills. When she's not on the
field she enjoys team dinners with
her teammates at the University
Center. Afterwards, she studies with
her team in the library. Academics
are important to Jackson and she
strives to find balance in her career
at Pacific.
This soccer season has been go
ing very well. The team is a young
team with only one senior. Jackson
feels they play well with one another
and can go all out this year. The girls
are her twenty best friends and they
are one big family who are always
Photographs courtesy of Athletic Media Relations
there for each other and this really
! I
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Pacific
Soccer Fal Is
Cal Poly
Andrew Carrillo

Pacifican Staff Writer

The Tigers played Cal Polv 5
Obispo last Friday night, Oct 24,
Stadium, but suffered a 2-0 loss
without senior Laura King at cente
field did not keep the girls from :
hard, as they held off the Mustangs
and attacked well through the rr
Pacific came close to going ahead .-a:
minutes of play on a shot that was r.
died by the Cal Poly defense, which
close to rolling into the Mustang k
the 40th minute, the Mustangs wen:
with a beautifully driven ball into tf
box, which was headed in by a pk"
the goal. At the start of the secor
the Tigers came out strong, linking
passes together and playing physical
After only a few minutes, freshman
mid Angelica Figueroa finished a b
a breakaway, but was denied a got
arguable foul call. The women had
er scoring opportunity in the 73rd
on a flicked header in the penalty
the ball could not find the net. jvTigers were looking to find the tvir.:
the Mustangs tucked away their see
of the match on a low pass across
which was tapped in by a Cal Poly £ !
Pacific is now 8-7-1 overall, finish::
Big West Conference play at 3-3-1.
head to Cal State Bakersfield for the
match, starting at 3:00 pm.
A-
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Pacific Lacrosse Defeat Alumni
for the First Time in 27 Years
Giovanna Arieta

Pacifican Managing Editor

On Saturday Oct. 25, Pacific Lacrosse challenged
their old teammates in their annual alumni game.Though
the alumni have won for the past 27 years, Pacific finally
made a comeback by defeating them 16 to 6. This can
only mean that Pacific Lacrosse is the strongest they
have ever been.
The alumni scored the first goal, but Pacific quickly
took the lead by scoring 8 goals in the first quarter. The
Pacific squad set the tone early in the game by control

ling baill possession and winning the batde for ground
balls. The defense stepped big and prevented the alumni
from being able to get back in the game offensively. The
proud alumni awarded this convincing win by donating
12260 to the team.
This game proved a great start to the Lacrosse sea
son. Pacific is looking to carry this momentum through
the fall and into their regular season in the spring. If you
want to catch some of the action for yourself, Pacific will
be participating in a lacrosse tournament at St. Mary's
college in Moraga on November 15.
Photograph courtesy of Giovanna Arieta

Athletic Training Tip of
the Week
Brought to you by the Pacific
Athletic Training Education
Program Students

ICE or HEAT?
Should you ice or heat an injury be
fore you start a work out, practice or a
game?
Heating before physical activity can
help warm the area of injury by increas
ing blood flow. Heating will also help
relax muscles spasm that the injury may
have caused. Heating with a heat pack
can be done right before physical activ
ity and the heat pack should be on for
15 to 20 minutes over the injured area.
Make sure that you are comfortable with
the heat pack. Wrap towels around the
heat pack if it is too hot.
Icing is best used after physical
activity. Icing the injured area pushes
blood away from the injury. It will help
with the swelling to the injured area that
occurs after activity. It will also help
with the pain felt after activity. You can
make an ice bag or use a bag of frozen
vegetables from your freezer. You can
ice immediately after activity and the ice
bag should be left on for 15 to 20 min
utes.
Have Questions? Please email
k_burnettl @pacific.edu

Athlete Profile: Anthony Brown

I

Elizabeth Croisetiere

Pacifican Staff Writer

Anthony
is a senior
here atBrown
PacifHBM| ic. You may recognize
this 6'7" Northern Californian from the Pacific
Basketball billboard on
BPPacific Ave, or you may
have seen his signature
^
slam dunks at a Tiger
Basketball game. Eithcr way his passion for
basketball is difficult to
miss.
Growing up Brown tried every sport imag
inable, from tae kwon do and soccer, to football
and basketball; he even played the piano and drums.
With all these sports and arts to practice, Brown was
a dedicated child. He credits his parents for raising
him to be the hardworking man he is today; he will
work himself to the point of exhaustion. While
growing up his father worked the graveyard shift
and would come home around 6 a.m. in the morn
ing. Without resting, Brown's father would wake
-him up and take him to train or workout to build his
athletic skills. His father would also show him old

basketball and football tapes.
Anthony Brown graduated from Capital
Christian High School in June of 2003. There he was
a McDonald's All-American nominee and the Gold
en Empire League MVP. Brown was distinguished
as First Team All-City, All-State and All-Golden
Empire League honors in just three years. This is
quite an accomplishment for a teenager who also led
his- league as a wide receiver for Capital Christian's
football team. Brown was subsequendy recruited by
many teams for both basketball and football. Ironi-"
cally he was recruited by about five more teams for
his football skills than he was for basketball. Luck
ily for Pacific, family is the most important thing to
Brown. Pacific was close to home, and he chose it
because it was the best school academically. With
Brown so close to home his parents come to every
home and away game. Brown jokingly shared that
his parents always have reservations before the team
even makes theirs. On a recent trip the team took
to Canada, his parents were already there when the
team arrived. He is lucky to always have his number
one fans to support him.
At Pacific, Brown has maintained his high
standards. In a smart move he took a red shirt as
a freshman to focus on academics and train so he
could earn more playing time. In the 2005-2006 sea
son Brown started in the Cal Poly vs. Pacific game

on January 26, an honor for an athletic freshman.
In his sophomore year, Brown led the team in scor
ing with 14.3 points and 7.2 rebounds averaged per
game. This past year, his junior year, Brown reached
589 career rebounds and is now number 16 on the
all-time list. He also was awarded All-Big West
Honorable Mention. With this spectacular history,
this year Pacific fans are expecting even more great
ness from Brown.
With all his honors and high scores Brown's
life is full of basketball, but he makes time for his
academic career here at Pacific. Brown graduated last
spring with his communications major, although, he
decided to pick up a double major at the very last
minute causing him to stay at Pacific longer. The
night before his deadline, the family man made a
decision with his parents to add a double major to
his list of accomplishments. He shared that many
friends encouraged him to take classes that would
require less of his time, but Brown is determined
to make the most out of his academic experience
here at Pacific. He is enrolled in two courses for
his Sports Science major, and aspires to be a sports
broadcaster so after he's retired he can still be part
of the action.

Continued on page 12, ANTHONY BROWN
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"ANTHONY BROWN,
continued from page 11
With the kick off of Midnight Mania Brown is back to a schedule he knows the
best; hard work. Brown practices basketball at least three hours a day while making
sure all his homework is done every night. He does not allow himself to slack in any
avenues of his life, especially in his dancing. He loves to dance and was recently ap
proached and asked if Pacific Men's Basketball would perform with the Tiger Danc
ers at Midnight Mania. The dance was a hit, but watch out ladies, you may have some
competition on your hands. The verdict is in and although he won't be giving up
basketball anytime soon. Brown laughed and admitted that after he retires, if his bodyallows him, he might be interested in dancing. Brown may just be a future contestant
on Dancing With the Stars. I'm going to hold him to that.
Have no fear; retirement is nowhere on Brown's horizon. So for now, bas
ketball is his priority. This past summer he played in the San Francisco Proam league,
where he played the best five games of his fife. This year at Pacific is his time to shine,
scouts will be coming to see him and even though playing college basketball was his
childhood dream comes true, this self-proclaimed workaholic is open to anything
bigger and better that he can earn, as long as it's close to home.
Photographs courtesy of Athletic Media Relations

Lance Martin

Pacifican Staff Writer

NFL
Mike Nolan is gone,
and Mike Singletary is in. All
Singletary can do is remind
Frank Gore that running that
ball is like making love and
bench Vernon Davis when he
forgets that he is not the great
est thing since sliced bread and
electricity. Singletary looks like
a Teenage Mutant Ninja Turde,
but speaks with the voice of
James Earl Jones.
Carson
Palmer
is
out for the rest of the season
debating whether or not to
have Tommy John surgery on
the mangled ligaments in his

DeSean's Sports Update

to say it, but betting on any
thing that involves a significant
amount of faith in Pac-man
Jones feels like hitting on 17.
FREE
AGAIN

PAC-MAN

NBA
DeMarcus
Nelson,
Come on down! It's time to save
the 2008 Warriors team! (Wait
for the laughter). Or at least
cover for the humorous offcourt activities of Monta Ellis
and die shortcomings of Mar
cus Williams and C.J. Watson.
Get ready to play point guard
for the Golden State Warriors,
even though you never played
point guard for Duke.
Paul Pierce thinks he is
the "best player" in the world.
To bad you needed Kevin Garnett and Ray Allen to win the
championship. .If he were re
ally the "best player," he would
have been able to lead the Celt
ics two years ago to at least an
Eastern Conference Cham
pionship like Lebron. When
Pierce talks in the future, I'm
going to treat it the same way
when I hear a politician speak,
I will zone out and think about
how good funnel cakes topped

Photograph courtesy of sports.yahoo.com

throwing elbow. His back up:
Ryan Firzpatrick, who has 65.7
quarterback raring and the eco
nomics degree from Harvard.
He has abetter chance of solv
ing our financial crisis than the
catastrophe in Cincinnati.
Pac-man Jones was sus
pended four games for the
scuffle he had with one of the
members of a security team
assigned to keep Pac-man out
of trouble around the clock. If
you had to make a wager about
the future of Pac-man Jones in
the NFL, "not playing again"
is clearly the safest bet. I hate

Photograph courtesy of nba.com

with strawberries and whip
cream taste. (On a side note: I
was gone during the weekend

for a geology field trip while
my fantasy draft occurred. Auto-draft selected Pierce for me.
I would rather be caught hang
ing out .and drinking a natty ice
with the "bros" of a fraternity
than have Pierce on my team).

MLB

World Series
Rays v. Phillies: The
way I feel about the World Se
ries is the same way I feel about
the U.S. Presidential Race: I
just want it to be
over.

the schedule, while No. 2 Ala
bama has No. 17 LSU and Au
burn. Look for JoePa to load
up on Metamucil and catch up
on reruns of "The Andy Grif
fith Show," since the Nittany
Lions probably have the easiest
schedule to the ship.
The only thing scoring
more than Ron Jeremy is Texas
Tech's offense. This should be
a good match-up for the Red
Raiders with Texas this week
end.
The West Virginia v.

Auburn game remise tied
of the T.I. album TV I - v.T
Nobody really won, fcutl
of them looked like: triey
West Virginia happeneii
the victory, but it's going
a long road if the Moum
want to embark on a Hig
run. It should not
too
with Pat White being i~. arde
catch than a Ixprech . win
Noel Devine running
like he's the energise
where he keeps going
ing.

College FB
i
t
should be no
surprise
that
LSU lost to
G eorgia this past
weekend and to
Florida earlier in
the season. Not
only has there
two-cjuarterback
system failed so
far, with Jarrett"
Lee and Harvard
transfer Andrew
Hatch, LSU is
also
missing
both their start
ing passer and
top rusher from
last year, on top
of a whole sta
ble of defend
ers now cashing
NFL paychecks.
I
am
willing to bet
anyone a sixpack the Nittany
lions play in
Dolphin Stadi
um for the BCS
championship
game. No. 1 Tex
as still has No. 7
Texas Tech and
Kansas left on

"My students work alongside me to

investigate cutting-edge theories
in the classroom and lab. Our
collaborative efforts have resulted in
the design of an anti-cancer drug

PACIFIC
FITMn

